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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Fair and Warmer With
Frost; Wednesday Fair
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REBELS EVACUATE
AGUA PRIETA IN

THE NIGHT

surrectos retiring with their arms and
in good order. A lack of provisions,
as well as ammunition, severaly hand!capped the rebels,
PRIVATE SNAPS
Washington, April 18. A congres
sional investigation of government
commissions with a view to the abo
lition of some is provided for in
TO ABOLISH

NEW

RAILWAY

EQUIPMENT
York, April 18. The report
that the St. Paul system has contract
ed with the Illinois Steel company for
100,000 tons of heayy rails for 1911,
while lacking official confirmation, is
accepted as correct Other rail sales
last week aggregated about 25,000
tons. The Pittsburg & Lake Erie
closed for 2,000 and the Virginia Rail
ordered 1,000 steel cars. The
WITH EIGHT
HUNDRED REBELS way
Western Maryland has contracted for THAT BODY MUST ACT if unit.
BUT 12 MILES AWAY, SITUA35 locomotives, the Florida East Coast
ED STATES INTERVENES
TION IS TENSE
for 5 engines
and the Chicago &
IN MEXICO
Northwestern virtually has closed for
4A lnnAmAM.
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CONSUL EDWARDS ALARMED
less than 4,000 tons last week.
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JUAREZ EXPECTS
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PRESIOENT PUTS

AN ATTACK ANY

repeated. Announcement was made at
the White House that Mexico had
given assurance of a definite restric
tive policy on the border.

THE BURDEN ON

MOMENT

CONGRESS

SI4.000 WORTH

OF

BRIDGES WILL

Sixth Cavalry to Arizona
Moines, la., April 18. Colonel
Charles M. OConner and the Sixth
cavalry stationed at Fort Des Moines,
left here this afternoon for Arizona,
pursuant to orders received from the
war department The regiment will COMMISSIONERS
AWARD
CON-go over the Chicago, Rock Island &
TRACT FOR JHREE"NEW
...
racinc by way of Omaha on three
'
STRUCTUhES
trains. The first squadron will go to
Douglas, Arir.. the second tn Knsraa
and the third to Fort Huachuca. Forty H)UK BIDS WERE SUBMITTF!!
.
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BE ERECTED

resolution introduced in the house
REPULSING DESPERATE yesterday by Mr. Clark of Florida. It
ATTACK, THEY HAD TO SURdirects the speaker to appoint a com
mission of five members of the house
RENDER TOWN
to conduct the inquiry and report the
title of every commission, board or
INTERNAL STRIFE WAS CAUSE other
body existing by legislative or
executive authority, the duties, powers
and responsibilities of each, the per ASKS COLONEL SHARP TO PRE
FOLLOWING
YESTERDAY'S
TAFT'S OFFICIAL FAMILY
HAS ARM GROUND OFF
sonnel, number of employes, salaries
INSURRECTOS QUARREL.
VENT AMERICANS CROSSING
CUSSES SITUATION ACROSS
and other information.
N. M., April" 18. Joe H,
Among the
Koswell,
BRIDGE & IRON COMPANY
ED AMONG THEMSELVES
KICH HARNESS RACING STAKES
RIVER DURING BATTLE
bodies that might be affected ane:
THE BORDER
Clements, aged 60, and twenty-fivWAS THE LOWEST
Detroit, Mich., April 18. The Chi
The tariff board, the monetary comears a Roswell resident, had his
Horseman
cago
$15,000
futurity,
DIAZ TROOPS FEARED TRAP Ynisslon, the canil commission, Cana MADERO GUARDING RAILROAD right arm mashed off at the elbow DIAZ
PROMISES PROTECTION guaranteed, will be rac-- d at the Dedian boundary commission, etc.
ai his sheep ranch forty miles southIMPROVEMENTS NEEDED DNES
troit b'ue ribbon meeting, which be
west of here yesterday while oiling
ETERMINED
gins on July 31. There are three di
THAT REINFORCE- the engine to
, ENTERED TOWN WITH EXTREME
pump water for his INFORMS STATE DEPARTMENT
TO HONOR DR. GOWEN
visions of this futurity, which is the WORK WILL BEGIN AS SOON AS
CAUTION AT DAWN, EXPECTMENTS SHALL NOT GET
sheep. His sleeve was caught in the
THERE'LL BE NO FIRING
Soon the portrait of Dr. B. S.
richest of the newspaper stakes, one
POSSIBLE AND RUSHED TO
ING AMBUSCADE
INTO BORDER CITY
cogs, drawing in the arm. He was
ACROSS LINE
Gowen, lately president of the New
for
one
for
trotters,
COMPLETION
brought to his home in Roswell and
Mexico Normal University, will be
pacers of the same age and the other
Agua Prieta, Sonora, April 18. The hung in the assembly hall of that in
Washington, April 18. An attack the arm was amputated above the el
he
Washington, April
Mexican for
trotters. Owing to
To the Missouri Valley Bridge and
rebel army, after almost eighteen stitution. The class of mo, the by the revolutionists on Juarez, Mex bow. His age and the great loss of
the
of colts in the events Iron Works of
which
is
number
situation,
large
fast
approaching
hours of continuous fighting yester- members of which were graduated ico, is momentarily expected, accord- blood make his case critical. He is
K
a crlsls from an International aspect,
day, in defense of Agua Prieta, quiet during the closing months of Dr. ing to a telegram from United States a prominent wool grower, havlnir
Tw
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t
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M infw nnmm at AnAM
was the principal subject of considera
received at the 7,000 sheep.
Edwards,
ly evacuated the town during the night. Gowen's presidency and who formed Consul
for
tion
at
the
erection
ihreu
now
of th
It moved out silently and when day for him a lasting friendship, will pre White House this morning. Edwards
today's cabinet meeting. With
dlvl- the declaration by President Taft that expected that the
broke was nowhere to be seen.
DrldgB tnat w, be C0n8tructd by
sent the nortrait to the school. Miss reports he has asked Colonel Sharpe
no American soldier will cross the a.wu n , ire tuc fiitrnicDi, tun rui-- ui jthfl county this year. At a special
The Mexican troops entered the city JeanefTe Ward will make the presen to keep Americans from crossing the NEWSPAPER FOR
the year.
Rio
border
without the consent ot con
Grande
meeting for that purpose yesterday
during the battle.
at dawn, encountering no resistance. tatlon address and the portrait will
seems
afternoon
It
almost
the commissioners opened
certain
that
gress,
The federals came In cautiously, ex bo accepted by Miss Margaret Healy
OKLAHOMA BANK CLOSES
12 Miles Away
the
for
soon
Rebels
bids
the
will
halls
reach
construction
the
of the
problem
of
encounter
to
an
ambush
for
The
date
on behalf of the faculty.
pecting
Mountain Park, Okla., April 18.
of congress. Interest of official WashFour bids were received
El Paso, Tex., April 18. Out of
bridges.
some kind at any moment, but the the presentation has not been fixed
The Citizens' Bank of Mountain Pars,
from the following firms:
Midland
ington is keyed to the highest pitch closed its doors
rebels had vanished and there was no but it will be within the next few scores of conflicting rumors of firing
yesterday afternoon. BrldSe company of Kansas
near
Juarez
last
and
and
reports
night
every bit of information, official Tho t.
Mo.;
,
Indication even of the direction which weeks., The board of regents of the
City,
v
v
WEEKLY TO BE PUBLISHED or
that several hundred insurrectos are
El Paso Bridge and Iron Company of
unofficial, received over night, was R. H.
they had taken. The reason for their Normal has ordered the portraits of all
Will
J.
Jones,
IN ST. LOUIS BY JAMES
how at Bauche, 12 miles from Juarez,
El Paso, Tex.; Missouri Valley Bridge
rushed to the White House for the
desertion of the city after an all days
of the institution to
Jones, cashier; D. C. Eagan, bookkeep
concrete
one
there
this
fact
EADS
and
Iron Works of Leavenworth,
con
HOW
appears
a
After
the
of
perusal
president.
er were arrested, charged with acceptdesperate and successful defense was be hung In the assembly room. This
That is, that there is no
and M. S. Hassle, jr., a bridge
ference with the president this morn
Kan.,
not at first apparent. The logical will be done as soon as the pictures morning.
the
ing deposits when they knew
prospect of a battle around Juarez for
St. Louis, April 18. A newspaper ing. Chairman Cullom, of the senate bank to be insolvent. The bank had a engineer.
conclusion seemed to be that their
be secured.
a day or two. A half dozen shots
The Missouri Valley Bridge and
to be published In the interest of the committee on foreign relations, an capital of 10,000.
ammunition was exhausted.
fired by American sentries near the
Iron Works' bid was, in round figures,
no meeting of his com
nounced
that
show
Later developmens, however,
El Paso smelter early this morning hobo is the latest fancy of James mittee to. consider the Mexican situa$14,000 tor the three bridges. This
ed the rebel army to be badly
for an unexplained cause, gave rise Eads How, the "millionaire hobo." tion was contemplated at this time.
RIOTS WON'T AFFECT
was the lowest bid, although the bid
NINE-LIVED
Its leader, "Red" Lopez, gave
TAILOR
to reports that the Insurrectos were How inherited wealth from James According to Senator Cullom, the
of the El Paso Bridge and Iron com
the fight and the men In the
up
close to Juarez, and a battle was Im Eads, civil engineer, who built the president was optimistic today and
pany did not exceed It to any grea&
PRICE OFJMMPAGNE minent. The federal officials In Juarez
extent. The various bidder submitranks appear to have fled in direcat
FINALLY
situation
believed
the
5UGGIM5
Eads bridge 'sJSLiniu's tfieHhe Missis apparently
ted four propositions for bridge contions ot their own Individual choosthis morning admitted that 800 insur- senThe
at St. Louis. How' is patron Douglas, Arizona, Improved.
have
struction. The commissioners
ing. Colonel Medina, Jefe politico ot THERE IS PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF rectora were at Bauche and dispatches sippi
could see no reason for
said
he
ator
8. L. DANIA, PARTY TO. DOUBLE not decided exactly upon all the de
sainC of the unemployed. He recent- - intervention.
rebel
of
Bhow the remainder
the
the town, who assumed command of
"EXTRA DRY" STORED IN
SUICIDE PACT, DIES IN
and
tails and have called another special
forces under Madero, Orozco
got a medical diploma so that he
the rebels last night, came to the
Advices that Agua Prieta had been'
CELLARS
sursession for Saturday when the final
Blanco are either at Sapello, 23 miles could attend ill hoboes as well as aid evacuated by the rebels did much to
LOS ANGELES
American line before dawn and
plan will be decided upon and the
south, or guarding the Mexican na- them in other ways. When he an relieve the tension in Washington and
rendered to the United States troops.
contract
will be signed. J. B. Jenas
Paris, April 18. Although many tional railway to prevent federal renow
not
is
18.
Los
L.
S.
regarded
situation
Dani
He was placed, under guard.
the
Angeles, April
i,
of champagne have inforcements coming from Chihuahua. nounced at a rally of the hoboes that acute as evidenced
of
resident
millions
kins,
quarts
agent for the Missouri
that
fact
which
the tailor who was desperately
by, the
The victorious federal force,
the rioters in the The federal fortifications at Juarez he would found the newspaper, which the leaders of both houses of con- wounded In a revolver duel with Valley Bridge and Iron Works in Den
been
destroyed
by
numthis
morning,
occupied the town
will be a weekly, the tramps cheered
Marne and Aube districts, only two are now complete.
after conferring with the George Koerner (two weeks ago, and ver, was present at a short meetlns
bered about twelve hundred men, houses
to
know that the organs of free trade gress,
to
Amer
commissioners this morning.
champagne
supplying
beDiaz
president, declared no action was con- who, nine days ago in a local hospi of the
Lieutenant Colonel Reynaldo
The vines at MANY DEMOCRATIC JOBS VANISH were to be matched with the organs
a blank form of con- He
been
have
ica
affected,
this
at
presented
time,
templated by congress
tal, shot himself with a revolver
ing in supreme command.
18. Hopes of of free lunch and the advocates of the
was
inturned over to
which
tract
n7.v heloneine to Moet & Chandon
April
Washington,
New
however,
of
York,
Sulzer
Mr.
claimwho
brought him by Eva Bovee,
The government losses as a result were set afire and many were burned hundreds of democratic office seekers state supported free employment bu
W. G. Ward
Charles
from
zone
of
Attorney
timated that a neutral
died
of yesterday's fighting may never be but it is impossible to estimate the vanished when the democratic com- reau were to hear from the advocates five to ten miles wide along the ed to be his adopted daughter,
Mr. Ward will bo
for
inspection.
to
last night Dania attempted
carry
deknown. The federals declined the
remittee on accounts of the house de- of the free lodging house.
damage done. At Dizy also Is the
stat-iDboundary line is being considered. out a suicide pact with Miss Bovee over the contract carefully and
was
of the Red Cross today,
St.
in
which
will
be printed
The paper
Castellane firm,
to
commissioners
the
cided on a further reduction of from
the
as to the at the
of
Saturday.
pot
port
Is
some
There
apprehension
hospital by shooting her three
that the army would care for Us wrecked, hut this firm's Output Is $25,000 to $50,000 in the payroll of Louis. J. H. Seymour, known as the situation at Juarez, but in official
The bids were opened in the order
before
times
shooting himself. She
yesterday's
wounded.
During
His circles confidence is expressed that
own
consumed In France.
that organization. Janitors, elevator hoboe poet, will be
which they were received. Repre
in
chiefly
will recover.
their
The storehouse and presses of the men and assistant committee clerks home is anywhere. The paper will Mexico will keep the federal troops probably
of each of the bidders were
fighting the federals removed
sentatives
killed and wounded to the rear. It is Ayala Brothers' firm, which ships will bear the brunt of the new cut. begin publication in about a month.
and explained to the commis-slslonefrom the border.
present
away
on
understood the dead were buried
SILVER CITY STORE ROBBED
the features of the bids,
large quantities to England and Amer- The committee also decided to end How did not announce, but presum
Definite assurances were received
the field.
Silver City, N. M-- , April 18. Burg some of which ran into high figures.
ica, were destroyed. One of the broth- the practice of keeping a full force of ably the paper will be circulated free. this afternoon by President Taft from
dead rebeis ers has said that he intends to wind
Today several bodies of
employes on the payroll of the house The name of the paper has not yet the Mexican government that affairs lars gained entrance to the W. H.
The three bridges will be located
were seen In the streets of Agua Prie- up the business and leave France. An- when congress is not In session.
will not be Stillwell store here by crawling under
selected.
been
at
like
follows:
Prieta,
that
Agua
Spanning the Pecos
t.
the rear of the building' and sawing river at San Jose ; spanning the Arta by an Assclated Press corres-onden- other heavy sufferer Is the Montebel-lAt the bull ring there was
house, which does a big business in
through the floor. They carried off a royo Pecos at a point near the slaugh
HARRISON TAKES OATH
Winchester rifles, one ter house on the Los Alamos-La- s
evidence of desperate fighting. The medium priced champagne.
Ve
couple of
LIQUOR QUESTION
Chicago, Apr! 18. Carter H. Harri WOOL CONTINUES
The wine destroyed is nearly all of
.22, one .45 Colt's revolver, one
main towers were literally shot into
river
Gallinas
the
gas road; spanning
son took the oath of office last night
selves by the federal machine gun?. the grades which sell here from $1
revolver, two watches, a lot near the Hot springs,
xne Dnages
DAKOTA and became mayor of Chicago for the
IN
ISSUE
of
when
and
first
BRISKLY
story
at
a
bottle
to
$2
retail,
of pocket knives and razors and 1,140 will be built of steel of such heavy
TO MOVE
At the entrance to the
of
into
inducted
was
He
fifth time.
cartridges. Is is suspected insurrecto construction that It will be possible
the tower was a rivulet of drying shipped to America, for $3 and $4.
The American market will not be CITIES AND TOWNS OF THAT fice without great ceremony, and exsympathizers did the work to secure to lay cement floors if such is decidblood which had poured out through
SHOWS
cept that the council chamber in the THE. BOSTON MARKET
arms to fight against the Diaz regime.
the doorway. Sitting against the affected unless the dealers combine
HOLDING
TODAY
STATE
ed upon later. The bridges will prove
was to take advantage of the situation to
new city hall was crowded with
ACTIVE TRADING
OF
SIGNS
bound,
and
guarded
wall, heavily
a
ELECTIONS
MUNICIPAL
orgreat convenience to residents l
friends, the meeting resembled an
AFTER LONG LULL
an American who had failed to get raise prices- In the great storehouses
DAUGHTERS
the
WELCOMES
county and will be a monument
council.
Fouris
the
of
to shoot at Rheims enough "extra dry"
dinary session
away. "They are not going
18.
Continental
to
the
enterprise of the present board
Washington, April
Sioux Falls, S. D., April 18. The teen new aldermen, thirteen of them
said stored to supply the demand for four
Boston, April 18. Wool continues to hall, the home here of the D. A. R., of county commissioners.
me, are they?" he asked. He
toDakota
office
is
of
South
of
towns
cities and
of champagne
democrats, also took the oath
move liberally in the Boston market
his name was Thomas Sullivan and years. This grade
The Missouri Valley .Bridge and
last night was a mosaic of color. The
He nearly all for export, as Frenchmen day are holding municipal elections. making the new council forty-tw- o
Connecticut.
from
was
and holders- are generally willing to occasion was the
he
that
Works Is the concern that built
Iron
by
13
given
reception
the principal democrats to twenty-eigh- t
don't like the extra dry, preferring The liquor question
republi accept the low
said he had come to Douglas from
prices In order to do Mrs. Matthew-T- .
handrome
president-genera- l
the
bridge crossing the GalScott,
ninety-sevesweet
in
issue
municipalities. cans.
- business- - Fleece wools seem to be
champagne.
Bisbee, had crossed the line yesterof the old Santa Fe
on
the
site
to
linas
of
the daughthe organization,
No material change in the present
the rebels,
more in demand than territory. Monday and was arrested by
on
that structure was
work
Its
trail.
annual
twentieth
whose
congress
for.
looked
ters,
political alignment is
FACTORY OWNERS SCORED tana fine staple sells at 57 cents
who robbed him of a hundred dollars
CHIEF FALLS DEAD AT FIRE
opened here today. The Sons of the highly satisfactory. The company al
New York, April 18. Isaac Harris
and forced him Into the fighting line.
W. cleaned, while a fair movement in American Revolution
18. John
were so built' the new bridge across the
also
Mo.,
April
Neosho,
ADISEMENT
Texas is" reported at 47 to
The rebels evacuated Agua Prieta and Max Blanck, proprietors of the TAKES CASE UNDER
sixty-thre- e
old,
presi
Rio Grande at Albuquerque. Work
years
Sherwood,
guests.
Jud-iam- Triangle Waist
Clarence J. Roberts yesterday
50 cents, scoured. Interest In the new
company, who 'al
because they had exhausted their
oi
Association
National
will be begun as quick as possible and
of
the
in cham- dent
and advices from
munition. This is- - apparent from ready are under indictment charged afternoon after having heard
de- clip is increasing
fire
Neosho
of
new bridges will be rushed to
the
chief
the
Firemen,
of attorneys
to 13
Nevada report sales of 12
BOY HERO LOSES LIFE
stories told by one or two who did with manslaughter in connection with bers the arguments
yesdisease
of
heart
died
completion.
en- the death of 145 employes by fire,
cents. Pulled wool is fairly active.
upon which parties to the partment,
not flee and by the federals who
Chicago, Ajril 18. Alexander Doty,
while directing the departterday
to
the
found
a
late
up
coroner's
were
leading
of
proceedings
empty
legal
by
to
jury
16 years old, lost his life trying
tered the town. Great piles
"
the vesterday to be responsible for the sale of the plant and franchises of ment at a local fire.
ISSUES QUO WARRANTO WRIT save his cnum, usDorne xjamy, 10
MANIAC SLAYS FOUR
cartridge shells were lying in
and
Power
18.
The
Las
18one
the
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the
N.
of
Railway
death
Grant
operators.
M.,
supVegas
April
Albuquerque,
Youngstown, O., April
trenches. The federals, amply
years old, with whom he had gone
until 3 verdict was returned in the case of company the costs of the action should
Granting a writ asked by counsel for boating on Lake Michigan. Their Rikerd, a plumber, shortly after midplied, kept lip their firing
whose escape from the be assessed, announced that he would FRENCH BIRD MAN
George S. Klock, Judge Ira A. Abbott canoe capsized about a quarteT- of a night, attacked his wife and five chilo'clock this morning for the purpose, Mary Herman,
It is alleged, hold his decision in abeyance until
was
cut
off.
floor
ninth
in the district court yesterday cite! mile from shore. Darby was athletic dren with, a gun and axe and killed
and
a
reply
they said, of provoking
cart- by a locked door. Harris and Blanck Saturday. The matter was thoroughly
Judge Edward A- - Mann to appear In director of a high school of which his wife, and three children, and
of
rebels
supply
DEATH
the
PLUNGES TO
exhausting
court Friday next and show by what
are responsible for the death, the ver- discussed and presented some compliprobably mortally wounded the other
it
was a ctudent
ridges.
claims the office of district Doty
dict reads, "because of culpable and cations. The costs, it Is said, will
and
he
right
two children. He then shot
the
out
of
city
As the rebels passed
criminal negligence in failing to ob- amount to no inconsiderable figure.
killed himself.
ARMY AVIA- - attorney for the district comprising
called
CARRON
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CAPT.
two
or
one
westward
to the
serve the legal precaution of leaving
Bernalillo, Sandoval and Valencia DIRECTORS TO INSPECT PLANTS
across the line to the American troops. said door unlocked."
CORPS, FALLS TWO
counties.' The petition of the attorneys
EXPLOSION
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New York, April 18. An Investiga- HUNDRED
FIFTY- FEET
"We are going into the mountains
18. One man
Klock set forth that the latter is tion Into working conditions in the NEWSPAPER TREASURER DEAD
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some
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get
and will return
Hartford, Conn., April 18. General
was killed and four others seriously
the, regularly appointed and qualified mills of the United States Steel corCOMPLIMENTARY
VQTE CAST
morn
cartridges. At 10 o'clock this
L. Goodrich, treasurer of the
Arthur
Can18.
anterm
the
Versaillse, France, April
attorney for this district, that his
poration was decided upon at
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Denver, April 18 Former Attorney hurt when a gas line exploded near
Courant company, , publishlng the custom house at Douglas
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that
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office
of
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men
Carron,
The
expired,
nual meeting
yet
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General John T. Barnett and Speaker this nlace yesterday.
j,reopened.
'of- Hoboken, N. J., yesterday. The pro- ers of the Hartford Conranti Is dead
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to
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a
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to
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corps,
line
Judge
votes
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the
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each
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pipe
An investigation shows It was only
The writ is returnable" Frjday posal came tip after the election of of- here. He had been connected with
sen- leak when a spark from a glancing from a height of two hundred fifty fice.
' the rebels in the outer trenches that- today's; ballot, for United States
the Courant company for forty years.
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JONES AND HAND ANNUAL MEETING THE SAFETY HABIT
ARE WORKING

OF IMMIGRATION

REDUCESDANGER

MHJWEN

BUREAU

OF ACCIDENTS

WASHINGTON

DISPATCH

EXPERI
SUCCESSFUL
WITH NEW PLAN ON
NORTHWESTERN RAILROAD

HIGHLY
MENTS

MEN ENGAGED IN EMPIRE BUILDING TO GATHER IN ALBU-

INDI-

CATES THEY ARE TRYING TO
"DEFEAT STATEHOOD

QUERQUE

April 18.. Delegate
Washington,
W. H. Andrews of New Mexico, had
conference with President
a half-hou- r
Taft on statehood and other New Mexico matters yesterday. H. B. Ferguson, A. A. Jones and J. D. Hand of a
committee of five sent by the democratic territorial committee, are now
liere. Judging from their action at
the last election, it la believed that
they are working with Senator Owen,
of Oklahoma, who is offering amendments, tending to cause serious delay.
If not actual defeat of statehood. It
is fortunate that President Taft has
strong backbone. Ralph C. Ely. of
Doming, Is here helping in the statehood fight and Judge Gill of La T,ande
and John Y. Hewitt of White Oaks,
are also here aiding Judge Fall and
Curry in the fight for

Our Superb Display of New
Merchandise is Attracting
Widespread Attention

SATURDAY

Albuquerque, N. M., April 18. The
annual meeting of the New Mexico
Bureau of Immigration will be held In
the office of the bureau in this city
on Saturday, April 22. The bureau
has just been reappointed by Gover
nor Mills and for the ensuing year
wll. be composed of the same mem
bership as during the year just com
pleted. The personnel Includes some
of New Mexico's most level-h- e i; led
boosters. They are O. L. Brooks of

Chicago, April 18. Railroad acci
dents have been reduced 40 per cent
by the "committee of safety" organiz
ed along the Chicago and Northwest
ern railroad system, and R. C. Rich
ards, chairman of the central commit
tee. Is authority for the statement
that the work and expenditures of the
claim department will be out In two
within the year.
that
It Is the little accidents
count," said Chairman Richards, "as
thirty-nin- e
out of forty employes are
Injured In little accidents that can be
prevented In less time than it takes
to make a report of the injury and
only one out of forty are injured in
collisions or derailments." The com
mittee of safety plan Is one of the
remedies which has been urged by the
League for Publio Safety with headquarters in Chicago, for reducing the
calamitous loss of life and limb In
railroad operations and the enormous
money waste involved, a waste which
Is-- estimated to be over $250,000,000 a
year. The general adoption 'by rail
roads and industrial corporations ol
the "committee of safety" plan for
enlisting employes in the prevention
of accidents would, it has been proved,
effect a saving so great that from one
to 4wo per cent additional would be
earned by the steam railroads and an
even greater sum by the electric roads
of the United States.

From far and near people come to view our splendid
stocks of new goods. And the many enthusiastic comments
exby visitors have amply repaid us for all our trouble and
a
such
pense. It is indeed worth coming: miles to behold
magnificent display for it is without a precedent in Las Vegas.
All the world sent the newest and best of its merchandise
to this store.

Every counter, every table and every rack is simply
groaning under the weight of desirable goods fresh from
mills and factories and with all the charm and bloom of their
NEWNESS.
If you have not visited this store this week you don't
know what you are missing.
Make up your mind to come NOW. See the splendid
stocks and see the big values we are offering
These few items will give you a innt of the many good
things in store for you here

Albuquerque, president; H. B. Hen- ing of Albuquerque, secretary; .loho
A. Haley of Carrizozo, treasurer; W.
Golf Black, a successful promoter of
settlement enterprises at Aztec; IX.
M. Padgett of the Las Vegas Optic;
Btatehood.
L K. McGaffey of Roswell and H. IT.
Betts of Silver City.
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Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is used connection with
much of anything. The pushcarts are every other place. It will be compre
in Mr. Agor's home as the family
Representatives of the Santa Fe,
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medicine.
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which he has in mind, according to ently are attempting the improvement given impetus to the idea that, a of being tied up In a pile of brick
his correspondence with Secretary of farm conditions and crops in qual merger of telephone and telegraph and mortar, or some other inanimate
and quantity. The question now companies Into one concern with n form. Each day that'the club is open
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A Reliable Medicine
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Not a Narcotic
asthma, malaria, low fevers, stomach agricultural college. Many of the ture was as follows: A clearing house investment
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delivery
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Lew than 50 lb., each
Foley Kidney Pills contain in convegetables, which are
association organized in each county old methods, each costly copper cir
60c per 100 lbs,
delivery,
conditions, if taken as directed.
centrated
form
ingredients of estabin alcohol enclosed in glass will be of real value to each member cuit from
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is soh!
Chicago to New York was lished therapeutic value for the relief
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jfirs, have been on exhibition In many for he will be able to finance his oper- available for only one conversation and cure of all kidney and hladifor
grocers and dealers every- places the past year, and the display ations
by using the values of his lanr" at a time. As telephone facilities ailments. Foley Kidney Pi 11 a AT A an.
where, or shipped direct for CI. 00 ;.. will be
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Duffy Malt Whiikey Co.,
Douglas Avenue.
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Mexico "for his health" after some of
case or Ukianoma, for Instance, in
nis escapades, but growing more dar
Itlated by the people. Even the Okla
ing, he recrossed the border and visit
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'WILLIAM WALTERS, TRAIN ROB-BEerally "pumped lead" In the cow boy DEMOCRATS DETERMINED BOTH are territories, agriculture and public WILKIE
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lands.
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on territories of the house, which brought by the state of Wisconsin tary of the Raton Baseball associaSome habits one should want to break and
er, train robber, crack shot, former taking as given by the penitentiary
has the statehood matters for New against the trustees of the estate of tion is in receipt of a communication
cow boy of Grant county and desper- officials:
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
"No. 1282, William Walters, alias Mexico and Arizona in charge, has Marshall Field of Chicago to recover from Wllkle Clark, wherein the celeado, with, a more thrilling
history
than Diamond Dick or some of the "Bronco Bill," Escaped from the New very clearly defined its position, 100,0OO in inheritance taxes on stocks brated catcher and coach accepts the
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his escape from the New Mexico pen! very much seamed. Right arm from cided that joint action upon the mat- awaited with considerable interest as University of Minnesota team and
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DISASTER
President Taft for the purpose of asSan Francisco, April
were er and as a coach, and the securing
will help people to get what they want when
been in the penitentiary for the past ed a quizzical or half amused smile."
certaining whether the suggestion displayed at half-main San Fran- of his services in Itself will insure
eleven years. He was a trustie, and
they want it.
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of the fifth Raton during the coming season, the
it is said at the time of his escape
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measuring-t-

WILL ROB OCEAN

AT DUNCAN

TO EXTEND CITY
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ale

LIMITS

Fqr Cash Only
iih.

i8h

20,-00- 0

We Have
Received

Just

a Lot of

Western
I Garden
1

Seed

In Bulk

and
Package
From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

I

Cook and Serve
in the Same Dish

snow-whi-

J. A. Panen
fr
Grocer and Butcher.

16-o-

te

2s

2s

.'.

Earthenware

2s.
2s....

1

Big Specials in

Furniture

MAY DAY PROGRAM

AT THE NORMAL

THE

flOSENTHAL

epoch-makin-

OF
APPROPRIATE OBSERVANCE
THAT DATE BEING ARRANGED
FOR

Monday, May 1, will be a gala day
at the New Mexico Normal University.
The greater part of the day will be
given over to an appropriate observance of May day. In the. morning the
winding of the May pole and the
'
crowning of the Queen of the ,May
will occur. The students in every department of the school will participate in these events. In the evening
in the Duncan opera house the music
department, under the direction of
Miss Liva Lichty, will stage a pretty
inii.if.ai
production entitled "The
Dress Rehearsal."
Miss Jane Greenlee, Miss Mildred
md Ottway C. Zlngg have
charge of the May Pole festivities
Their plans are not entirely complete
hut thefv have arranged a color and
flower scheme that will result in
scene of much beauty when the pole
is wound. The Normal and Academy
departments' colors will be the colors
of the school, purple and white, and
the students will wear violets. The
seventh and eighth grade pupils will
wear blue and will carry bouquets of
morning glories. Yellow will be the
color borne by the fifth and sixth
flOW-er- a
grades and daffodils will ,be the
The
third and
carried by them.
fourth grades will wear pink and will
carry roses. White, the emblem of
purity, has been assigned to' the first
and second grades, who will carry
white daisies. Each grade and depart
ment will wind the pole separately.
their
When thev have completed
work the pole will be a beautiful mass
of colors and flowers- Folk dances
will be participated in during the ex
ercises of the morning and music win
accompaniment for the
form an.
,
winding.
Miss Lichty and the music department are devoting much time in prepRehearsal."
aration for the "Dress
This is a'pretty production and when
tO
B
BlimriSO
- Dkaficu nrtll
... timVB
it
f" w . w
Jl la .lairail
the large audience that is sure to
witness it. It is likely that the morna
ing festivities will he followed, By.
titiI rtimiAr on the cammis but thfs
feature of the day's program, has .not
been decided upon definitely- Wm-nhpi-
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on jap
Tony Faust draught beer is
of the
one
is
and
at the Opera Bar,
over
any
served
beers
finest draught
bar In the city.

bourbon
Try a dram of Old Taylorfrom barServed
Bar.
at the Opera
rels on the "bar

loose-cover-

e,

-

lr

.

.

I

Frank Revell,

CfieGraaf- fiapioard
Co. Store
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DOGS TO RESCUE HER SON

I
I

AIDED BY NEIGHBORS, SHE ROUTS
ANIMALS WHICH ATTACKED ,
THE BOY.
New York. Armed with a club, Mrs.
W. E. Miller of Brooklyn engaged In a
furious battle with two dogs to save
her son, who had been thrown to' the
ground and was being attacked by
both animals. Mrs. Miller was assisted by one of her woman neighbors,
and the two were victorious In their
struggle with the dogs. Young Miller
was severely bitten, but will recover.

COLUMN

The affair occurred almost in front
of the Miller home. Miller was Just
returning from a walk with the family
bulldog when another dog dashed up.
Immediately the two animals began a
fierce fight Although young Miller's
aldog was having the best of the

Optic'i Number, Main 2.
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San MiguelNational Bank
OmottmlPmM In

9100,000.00

Las Utgas

CUNNINQHAM,

I

l'"p

Prwldcat,
Pncutcat,

SPRINQER. Vh
HOSKINS, Cashier,

Mmrmt

mm

030,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

O
O

0
o
o

."

?

I

I

BANK

Commanding Figures

ilSiiiu,

Are those shown in a savings bank book. For the
is not ruled by the sword, but by
world y
money.

O
O

to-da-

O

3

Every Dollar You Save

ADVER-

RATES FOR
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy less space than
two lines. All advertisements charged will be booked at space actually
set, without regard to number of
word. Cash in advance preferred.

00000000000000 ooooo

0000000000

MOTHER BATTLES WITH TWO

be the world, you come to the markets, rows
garden city of Africa. It has and rowB of straw huts with a man or
been laid out with that view. a woman squatting in each, ready to
The immensely wide streets are chaffer interminably for the eggs or
bordered by small trees which tomatoes or the chickens or the green
make the hot, dusty expanses of road stuff spread on the ground outside. As
way seem dustier and hotter by mock you wander through, look along every
will
ing the wayfarer, as if a thirsty man street pf low mud houses and you
should have a thimbleful of water of- see It stretching away dead straight to
fered to him. But growth is rapid here. where the town ends on the desert.Before many years are past these sap- For a complete contrast go over to Omwas
lings will spread their leafage wide, durman. Eleven years ago this
residence
the
Dervish
the
still
one
oeneain
will
wait
capital,
and everywhere
of the false prophet who made his powWANTED Bookkeeper and steno- a cool canopy of whispering leaves.
er felt over nearly half Africa. It was
first
The
walks.
nresent
At
nobody
grapher. Apply Aetna Building &
a
a
made
I
center, a vast prison,
was
I
great
here
morning
Loan Ass'n.
mistake. I went out for a stroll round where every man felt himself a capto get an idea of the town. Frankly tive and knew that a turn of Fortune's
WANTED First class dining room I thought It was a detestable place. wheel might at any time number him
who were hanged
girl. Inquire Montezuma restaurant. 'There is about enough here, I said, among the victimsIn
the market place
village, and on high gallows
"to make a decent-siieKhalifa's
they have spread It over an area big every Friday to strike the was also
was terror home to every heart. It
It
a
of
the
site
for
city."
enough
women raiaea
very hot It was also windy. Dust lay a vast harem where
SALE
FOR
Hoosier kitchen cabinet thick all over except In the very mid from many tribes were herded togeth
a foreand round oak heater; also house dle of the road. I saw no white peo- er to give the fanatical Baggara
of their bestial Paradise.
taste
hotel
to
the
came
back
I
about
ple
to rentv 1008 Eighth street.
Eleven years ago it was death or
sticky and tired and In a bad temper.
in
chair
a
cool
drink
a
captivity almost worse than death for
long
But after
house on cor on the balcony looking over the river
FOR SALE New
ner. Three Iota, large pantry, 11 and over the great stretch of desert
closets. Modern except heat. Bar- bounded by fascinating far-of- f
hills, I
gain fortparty needing convenient reflected and began to understand. In
home. Liberal terms. Would ac this dry atmosphere thirst' becomes a
to drink often
cept smal'er desirable place as part habit, and it is necessary
of lime Juice or lemonade. As 1 cooiea
1004
M.
C.
Daugherty,
payment
oft I became more reasonable. I noThird fltreet.
ticed the gathering of donkeys and
of "rickshas drawn by Bmall ponies
FOR SALE Good span mules.
In near the gate of the hotel on the riv
quire Lee Gerard, San Miguel Bank. er's edge. Everybody who went out
took one or the .other. Since then I
done likewise, and I have no fur
have
FOR SALE Oheap, a $75 refrigerator
There is one walk,
ther
use
in
only a, short time. Inquire and acomplaints.
one,
very
pleasant
1107 Douglas.
along the river toward the point wherethe Blue and White NUes meet keepOR SALE; Bull Plymouth Rock Ins each Us distinctive color for many
Water Carriers.
baby chicks, (14.00 per 100. Money miles down, and when the steam ferry
on
further
found In the Khalifa's
man
to
the
Omdnrman
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag plie
any white
no one would dream of sphere of murder, robbery and rapine.
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.. R 2 bank. But
walking even here under the palm Today you step Into a steam tramway
trees until the sun has dropped low. car In Khartoum, which takes you to a
Rides In the early morning freshness steam ferry; and from that again you
over the desert sand and lawn tennis board another car and are set down in
Omdur- LOST Third degree Masonic pin. Re- as soon as the shadows begin to the heart of this
In'
ex
our
we
is
a
take
still
how
Is
what
completeman
Even
lengthen that
turn to Normal Dormitory.
ercise In Khartoum.
ly native rabbit warren of a city there
process on
The distances would really be diffi are signs of the tldylng-uIUCAL TIME CARD
cult even If the roads were not so every side. "Police Post" you see
dusty and hot Tou are told that some written up at frequent intervals. "Gov
place you want to go to is "at the end ernment School," "C. M. S. DispenWEST BOUND
of the street" This means at least a sary," the placard of an English fire Inr Arrive
mile, and sometimes nearly two. Yet surance office on a storehouse, the
but eminently
No. 1
1:50 P. M. the buildings are scattered only here tall, spindle-shankeat the
No. 3
6:15 A. M. and there. There is but one good Eu- soldierly Soudanese sentries
which
of
armlets
are
bits
numbered
There
pave
the
shop.
ropean
barracks,
No. 7
5:15 P.M.
In places, but for the most part th donkev bovs must wear all tell
No. 9
6:35 P. M. ment
roadway and sidewalk have not yet the same story, not of "civilization,"
Depart
been separated. Consequently one has but of straightening out. Whether in
No. 1
2:10 P. M. the sense of wandering about a suburb Its
crowded, narrow, awning-hun6:20 A. M. whloh Is still in the builders' hands bazaars, where you greedily seek a litNo. 3
No. 7
5:40 P. M. and only Just beginning to be occu tle shade from the burning sun, or
.No. 9
7:00 P. M. pied. Well, for "suburb" read "city," down by the river, where the export
and that is perfectly true of Khartoum. trade in gum and grain is busy, Om- EAST BOUND
It has been planned with an eye to the durman seems to be still heaving a
Arrive
future.
sigh of relief. The people are cheerful.
2
M.
9:10 P.
Mo.
"Some day," they said to thwmselves, but there Is a shade of apprehension
11:10 P. M. these
No. 4
and In their faces yet And here, far more
Englishmen
1:15 A. M.
No. 8
than in Khartoum, with its English
1:45 P. M.
No. 10
gardens and English faces, you realise
Depart
why.
H. HAMILTON FYFE.
9:15 P. M,
No. 2
11:20 P. M
No. 4
1:25 A. M.
No. 8
Weights and Measures.
London has what New York has
No. 10
2:10 P. M.
L . J
not, namely, cheap and easy access to
standards of weights and
authoritative
Estray Advertisement
measures. At the Royal observatory
Notice ta hereby given to whom it
are
of Greenwich these standards
may concern that the following de
fixed on the outside walls, so that any
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. T. Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
shopkeeper or householder or other
One roan pony horse 12 or
doubting Thomas can go at any time
and get Information and an easy con15 years old.
science without waiting for inspectors
Branded
or red tape unrollers. The various
Or. left hip
lengths are decided al Greenwich by
Said animal being unknown to this
passing the measure to be tested beEgyptian Cafe.
tween raised points in metal plates.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
There is a pound balance there by
not
Scotsmen
and
which any weight may be verified. In
Irishmen,
forgetting
of
ad
last
this
after
appearance
days
vertisement said estray will be sold Welshmen, "some day this vast coun Trafalgar square there are standards
by this Board for the benefit of the try will, instead of being mostly desert of 100 feet and one chain (60 feet) on
owner when found.
be covered with wheat fields and cot- brass plates, with accurate subdiCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ton fields. Work and water will turn visions. These brass plates are set In
Albuquerque, N. M.
the barren sand Into one of the great the granite steps on the north side
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April ,28, '11 producing countries of the world. In of the square. There are other sets of
that day Khartoum will no longer be standards in Old Palace yard. New'
the head place of a province which is York might have them outside the city
still looked upon as the Cinderella of hall and In the public squares here
the British empire and treated accord and there.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Wanted

d

0

Gives you a more commanding position among
your fellow men. Open an account here and .start
your ascent in importance.

OME day Khartoum will

slave-tradin-

O

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Jose Chavira, Tome, N. M.
One dark bay horse 6
years old,. 4 feet nine inches high.
Branded
DP I

g

To-wi- t:

On

Vj

right hip

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

I

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Brothvertisement said estray will be sold
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
A. M. Regular com8he Was Joined by Her Neighbor. by this Board for the benefit of the
Thursday of each month, eighth
owner when found.
munication first and
breath. Visiting
thirtieth
tercation, he determined to stop the
run,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
third Thursday in each
battle, fearing the other animal would
brothers always welcome to the
Albuquerque, N. M.
broth,
month.
Visiting
be killed. He seized the strange dog First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
W. O. Wood, sache"m;
wigwam..
era cordially invited.
and started to pull him away.
chief of records and
David
Flint,
H.
of
Chas.
W.
H.
so
M.;
the
did
William
As the boy
struggle
Stapp,
collector
of
wampum.
Advertisement
Estray
the animal threw him to the ground,
Sporleder, Secretary. ,
and both canines renewed their battle
Notice la hereby given to whom It
over his body. They also bestowed may concern that the following de LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
many bites on the prostrate youth in scribed estray animal was taken up by
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-lulW. L. Harrell, Clayton, N. M.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
their rage.
conclave second TuesOne red cow, 3 years old.
Attracted by the Cries of the prone
Brothers are cordially invited- - J.
at
month
In
each
day
lad, Mrs. Miller rushed from the house.
Branded
K. Martin, Exalted Ruler; DW.
i
r
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
IN
She seized a club and belabored the
On left ribs
Condon, Secretary.
Re
S. C; Chas. Tamme,
Infuriated beasts. She was Joined by
Said animal being unknown to this
her neighbor, but it was almost five Board, unless claimed
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesby owner on or
minutes before the two women could before May 10; 1911, said date being 10
day evenings each month, at FraNO.
3,
CHAPTER
VEGAS
LAS
separate the combatants.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
days after last appearance of this ad
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
vertisement said estray will be sola
are cordially invited. G.
Brothers
convocation first Monday
this Board for the benefit of the
ALICE SMOKE; WHAT OF IT? by
Exalted Ruler; D. W.
H.
Hunker,
owner when found.
in each month at MaCondon,
Secretary
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
Much Ado In Soot City Society Over
Albuquerque, N. M.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Mrs. Longworth's Alleged
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
P.;. Chas. H- - Sporleder,
Love of Weed.
,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
secretary.
Thursday In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
Estray Advertisement
Pittsburg, Pa. Mrs. Alice Roosevelt
y
building. Visiting members are
Is hereby given to whom It RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Notice
a
caused
have
Longworth's cigarettes
deW.
R.
concern
the
invited.
G.K.;
that
Tipton,
following
may
S. Meets second and fourth Thursgreat "to do" in society here. The scribed estray animal was taken up bv
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
mieations aeltatln
Pittsburg's fair W. C.
N. M.
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Demlng,
Simpson,
leaders of the local "400" are:
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
One dun horse, about 15
Does Mrs. Longworth smoke
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron:
years old.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
In
it Branded
If she does, is there any harm
hall on Sixth street All visittheir
street.
721
Fourth
Phone Main 231,
On left hip
provided she doesn't do it in the street
brethren cordially invited to ating
Bnd scare the horses?
Said animal being unknown to this
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
1,
N0
LODGE
The matter aroused a lively discus- - Board, unless claimed by owner on or EL'
DORADO
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
ad
davs after last appearance of this
eveC- - V.
Monday
every
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Bo'd
vertisement. said estray will be
ning in Castle hall.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
invited.
cordially
Albuquerque, N. M
Meets the second and fourth TuesChas. E. Liebscb- First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, 11
days of each month In the W. O.
nier, Chancellor
W. hall, at 8 p.' m.
Christopher
Commander.
Harry
Estray Advertisement
Venerable Consul; George
Clay,
of
Martin,"
Keeper
whom
it
to
la
Notice
hereby given
Laemmle, Clerk. Visiting NeighRecords and Seal.
may concern that the following de
bors are cordially Invited.
scribed estray animal was taRen up Dy
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Felipe Bernal, San Antonio, N. M,
DENTISTS.
One berry color pony UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
mare about 4 or 5 years old, about
and third Wednesdays of each
F. R. LORD
five feet high.
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Branded
DENTIST
On left shoulder
GIvens, Secretary.
Visiting memOffice Pioneer Building
bers cordially invited.
Branded
Rooms 3 and 4
Mrs. Alice Roosevelt Longworth.
On right shoulder
Office
Phone Main 57
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD,
sion among Pittsburg clubwomen.
Said animal being unknown to this
Main 413
Residence
Phone
102 Meets every Monday night at
"I look upon a woman who smokes Board, unless claimed by owner on or
10
In
their hall
the Schmidt building,
cigarettes as I do one who bleaches before May 10, 1911, said date being
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
west of Fountain Square, at eight
her hair with suspicion," was the davs after last anpearance of this' ad
statement of Mrs. J. H. Armstrong.
o'clock. Visiting members are corvertisement said estray will be sold
DENTIST
Mrs. Minnie O. Roberts and Mrs, by this Board for the benefit of the
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presiGeorge Kramer took leading parts in owner when found.
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
the discussion, which was listened to
Bally, Treasurer.
Albuquerque, N. M.
by members of the Wlmodausis club
at office and residence.
of Pittsburg, the Sorosis club, the First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Daughters of the American Revolu
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesATTORNEYS
tion, the Daughters of 1812, the
Estray Advertisement
day of the month in the vestry
Daughters of Pioneers, and the Wom
Notice is hereby given to whom it
en's Southern society.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Geo. H: Hunker Chester A. Hunker
concern that the following de
mav
the
a
woman
"The higher
position
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
was taken up by
HUNKER & HUNKER
holds the more womanly she should scribed estray animal
invited.'
Isaac AppeL
N. M.
Las
cordially
Manuel
Unices,
Lopez,
be," asserted Mrs. Roberts, and
Attorneys at Law
One bay yearling colt,
President; Charles Greenclay,
number of others said they thought
'
Las Vegas
New Mexico
Branded
Mrs. Longworth should not set such
an example to the young women.
On left neck
One dissenter, a member of the
Said animal being unknown to thia
Wlmodausis club, said:
unless claimed by owner on o.
Board,
"Any woman has a right to smoke before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
cigarettes if she wants to, so long as day after last appearance of this ad
she doesn't tread on anybody's toes."
vertisement said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner wben found.
Healed
Is
And Yet He Lived.
Boy
by Prayer.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Kansas City, Mo. For more than a
"Spotted fever" received some queer
Albuquerque, N. M
Anthracite Coal, all sizes. Steam Coal.
treatment in John Weeley'B day, ac- week Eugene Bell and his wife prayed First
Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, 11
pub.
cording to Wesley's Journal of Septem- night and day that their boy, Paul,
x
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
ber, 1746. A man named John Trem-bat- helpless with Infantile paralysis, might
wrote:
had the fever and Wesley
be healed. Then, one morning the boy
When a mtdlclne must be given to
"It was the second relapse Into the rose from the bed at seven o'clock and young cshlldren it should be pleasant
spotted fever, In the height of which walked to the breakfast table and ate. to take. Chamberlain's Cough RemFoot
Main
Phone Main 1
they gave him sack, cold milk and He raised his arms almost as freely edy is made from loaf sugar, and the
In
it
as
could
as
he
its
much
used
roots
preparation give
as before the dread malady attacked
apples, plums,
I can see no way to account him, and the right leg, useless for a flavor, similar to maple syrup, makswallow.
for hla recovery, but that he had not ten days and nights, supported him ing it pleasant to take. It has no superior for colds, croup and whooping
yet finished his work."
and moved as he willed It to do.
cough. For sale by all druggists.
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DENVER COLO

ingly.

"It will be the capital of a rich and
powerful dominion. Whether it will
be fitted to play this important part
in the world drama, and set an exam'
pie to other capitals, depends upon
us,"- said these Britons, filled with a
great hope and pride; and they map
ped out the place accordingly.
Even In the native town away back
from the river there is order and de
sign. Passing through the vast open
space of Abbos square, which will in
time rank as one of the finest in the
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COWBOY FATALLY

There Have Been Sixteen Since the
Beginning It was an Extra Session
That Made Reed a "Czar" Bryan
First Attained National Prominf.j
In the Cleveland Special Session
Wtih One Exception the Presidents
Calling Them Have Put Through
Their Plans.

'Extra Sessions
of Congress.

HURT BY FALL

FROMRSE

Fnl

Id

For the sixteenth time since the he wag authorized to do, so far as En tided to a
president, and with almost
VICTIM OF
of the constitution, the presi- gland was concerned.
adoption
ACCIDENT ON SMITH RANCH
imme unlimited power of taxation.
England
dent of the United States has exer
administration
During Johnson's
NEAR RATON
cised the prerogative conferred upon diately disavowed her minister's offer there were several
extra seswith
reference
to
the
withdrawal
of
him by that instrument of convening
sions of congress for the purpose of
Raton, N. M April 18. Talbot
congress on
occasions.' the "Orders In Council" and Madison

1m.oui

tnQEANT

"extraordinary

Ser-gean- t,

an unmarried young man, who This time' the
extraordinary occasion promptly restored the operation of the
had been working on the ranch of la the failure of the last
congress to act of congress. Congress was called
W. H. Smith on Johnson's mesa, was
pass .the Canadian reciprocity bill, together to get ready to
fight Sumfound Sunday evening lying upon the and
strangely enough a republican moned for war, congress met In glad
ground near the Smith cabin in an president Is depending upon a demo
peace, for In the meantime terms of
unconscious, condition. A doctor was cratic house of
to pass accommodation between the two counrepresentatives
summoned fro,m this city and every- Ms
measure, and it has already pledg tries had been agreed upon, which
thing done to revive the Injured man ed itself to do so.
were approved by congress .without a
but to no avail, death ensuing about
This is the second extra session of dissenting vote.
11 o'clock
yesterday morning. All congress for William Howard Taft. He
Congress, the thirteenth, was again
evidence pointed to the fact that the
naugurated hia administration, which convened in extra session
young man was thrown from a horse,
by Presi
began March

4, 1909,

A Vnl

keeping tab on the president, with
whom congress was In a violent quarrel with reference to his reconstruc
tion policy. These
extra sessions were not called by the president, but were provided for by an
act of congress itself. Under this act
there were two of the extra session
during Grant's administration.
President Hayes called the Forty- fifth congress together In extra ses
sion October 15, 1877. This congress.
like the Forty-fourtwas democratic
in the house and republican In the
senate.
The Forty-fourt- h
congress
had adjourned without passing the
army appropriation bill, and for this
purpose mainly the extra session was
called, but It devoted Its activities
chiefly to a determined attempt to re
peal the Sherman resumption act.
The repealing bill failed In the senate.
President Hayes also called an extra session of the Forty-sixt- h
congress which met March 18, 1879, to
pass the army appropriation bill which
the last congress had again failed to
pass.
Bryan Finds the Limelight
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RPHEY

by summoning dent Madison on May 24, 1813. Both
congress to meet In ex houses were
republican, but by greattraordinary session for the purpose of ly reduced majorities.
Henry Clay
revising the tariff in accordance with was speaker of the house. The
object
the platform pledges of his party. The of this session was to
reveprovide
result was the Payne-Aldric-h
tariff.
nue for the conduct of the war with
The First Extra Session
England, and, regretfully enough, con
The first extra session of congress gress now proceeded to
that
came in the administration
of John Internal revenue law which it had
Adams, who found the country be- been the chief glory of a Jeffersonian
tween the upper and nether millstone congress to repeal.
CLUB WOMEN AT MEMPHIS
There were no more extra sessions
of excitement. During Washington's
18
The second administration there were bit- of congress until 1837, when President
Memphis, Tenn., April
streets of Memphis were thronged to- ter differences over the attitude which Van Buren called the Twenty-fiftday with visiting club women roiP the new republic should maintain to- congress together to, consider the finall parts of the country, and the arriv- wards
England, whose yoke It had ancial situation in the midst of the
al of each train added to tho number thrown off, and toward
France,' which great panic of that year. Congress
already In the city. This disCirmMishoa had been its ally during the revolu- met September 4, 1S37. Both branchGrover Cleveland was the next
gathering of women, of whom several tion. When France declared war es were democratic, the house
by a president who called an extra session
hundred are expected as accredited
against England, Spain and Holland, majority of thirteen. The president's of congress. He convened the Fifty-thirdelegates,, with possibly twice "as the republicans gave reins to their message defended Jackson's
"Specie
congress In extra session Aug
many friends, is here for the council
sympathies for their French name Circular," but recommended that the ust 7, 1893, for the purpose of repealmeeting of the General Federation of sakes and claimed that the
treaty of government break off from banks, ing the purchasing clause of the SherWomen's Clubs, which will be in
1778 which bound France and the whether state or national, and rely man silver bill. For the first time
session during the greater part of the
United States to an alliance offensive upon an independent treasury system since 1856 the democrats now bad
week. The attendance Includes the
and defensive, was still in force and with an issue of treasury notes. The the president and a
majority in both
members of the board of directors and
to be respected. It looked as message also recommended that the houses of congress. The silver demoofficers of the (general federation, to-- 1 ought
if war with Great Britain was certain distribution of the surplus revenue to crats were led by Richard P. Bland
gether with the presidents and secretaries of the state organizations. The wltb the United States as an ally of the states be stopped. The Whigs of Missouri, and the administration
and many democrats
opposed the democrats by William L. Wilson of
sessions of the meeting, devoted to France. Notwithstanding the unpop
declar- president's proposals, but he carried West
the
of
act,
Washington
ularity
of
matters
discussion
the
of various
Virginia. A majority of the re
business relating to the federation, ed the treaty inoperative and Issued a his measures through.
publicans stood with the president.
Harrison and Tyler were elected in It was during this session that William
will be interspersed with numerous proclamation of neutrality. Complicaar- tions multiplied and feeling was bit- 1810 by a coalition between the Whigs J. Bryan first attracted national
atfeatures of social entertainment
in this country and In France and the
democrats. Har- tention. Although the time allotted
ranged by the Memphis club women. ter, both
A notable feature of the program will The Jay treaty was deeply offensive rison was a Whig and Tyler a demo to each speaker was one hour, Mr.
be an address by Edward J. Ward, to France, and now to this offense ciat. On taking the oath of office iu Bryan so engaged the attention of
of the University of Wisconsin, who was added the recalling of the Re 1841 Harrison immediately called up the house that at the end of his hour
will tell of the work that Is being publican Monroe and the sending, of on conpress to meet in extra soss'.ou he was given an indefinite extension
done In' the development of schools the Federalist Pinckney as minister Jiay 31, 1841. Harrison died April 4, of time and spoke two hours longer.
to France. France refused to receive 1841, and John Tyler became presi But the. power of both the president
as. social ' center. . ....
hen congress met,, the hous-- and the speaker was exerted in favor
Pinckney and told him to leave ths dent.
country. It was now America's turn organized by electing John White of of the bill and it passed the house on
SHE BROKE. DOWN ENTIRELY
to be offended. Adams called con- Kentucky speaker. There was a August 28 by a vote of 239 to 108. In
Lantz, W. Va.Mrs. Tebe Talbott.
gress in extra session and it met in SVhlg majority of twenty-fiv- e
in the the senate the passage of the bill was passed both houses and became c
trouhad
been
"I
of thi3 place, says:
the
city of Philadelphia, May 5, 1797. house and six in the senate.' Th'fy
feats law.
stubbornly resisted.
bled with womanly ailments for sotn
of
Adams'
was,
The
Then came Theodore Roosevelt. He
message
keynote
the
act,
treasury
independent
of oratory were performed by retime, and at last I broke down en
even if we have to fight pa.--d
wanted legislation to carry into effect
'Neutrality
a
en
and
to
act
to
law,
an
effort
senators
scarcebankrupt
1
could
Jn
I
so
calcitrant
weak
got
tirely.
for it." The result was the sendinpc distribute certain proceeds of publ!?
The senate the provisions of the Cuban reciprotalk the bill to death.
ly walk across the room. Thanks to
with it nds
to
France
commissioners
of
three
the
all
of
which
two
months city treaty and called an extra sesfor
bill
states,
Now
I
the
considered
ampn?
Cardui, I improved right off.
to
reasonable
exhaust
Instructions
all
congress Nov.pre signed by Tyler. But when they and the end seemed no nearer than sion of the Fifty-eight- h
do my housework and am feeling
as
Is
It.
known
There wa5
efforts
This
to
for
ember
1903,
9,
peace.
to
get
ame
United
States
a
substitute
On
Octobe
It had been in August.
well." During the last 50 years, more
in getting the house to
the X. Y. Z. mission, those initials
trouble
little
bank
for
the
beneindependent
treasury,
been
the
29
one
of
supporters
women
have
president's
than a million
used in signing letters demand the president vetoed it on the giour.d went to the executive and expressed act promptly and pass the adminisfited by taking Cardui. You must be being
bribes from the commissioners. that it was unconstitutional.
The his discouragement. Incidentally he tration measure but the senate "conlieve that Cardui will help you, too, ing
commissioners
the
refusal
the
On
of
sidered" the bill for a time and then
VHgB were stunned, but not wtaciim mentioned the fact that Senator
Rlnce It heloed all these others. Car
accede to these demands they were o break with the president
to
foilnot
pass to further embarrass the president put
had said the bill would
thy
dui is a safe, harmless, vegetable
and
to
The
leave
France.
ordered
publi
him
ed
would
a
to
he
draw
bill
that
The
over."
for
curativepresident it over to the regular session
merit,
"till hell froze
remedy, of positive
house
"Millions
made
But
the
of
these
to
v,
cation
letters
anted
cabiadjourn.
sign.- After consulting with his
sent word to the senator that "hell
women. At druer stores. Try one
would not agree to this and kept the
for defense; not one cent for tribute," net, he presented a bill which pfumol will freeze over In exactly twenty-fou- r
bottle, k w::l surely help you.
the rallying cry in and out of con both houses, and then to the uHW.nixli-men- t hours." Next day the filibustering senators In session until the first Mongress.
of the Whigs and the country mysteriously ceased and the Sherman day In December, when the regula
CHARGED WITH GRAFTING
be vetoed that. All the cabinet ex- act was repealed by a vote of 48 to session began.
And an Extra Session
Louisiana
St. Thomas, Ont, April 18. Byrofc
It will be observed that with the exDaniel Webster resigned. The 37.
The second extra session came when cept
B- - McCarty and Mitchell T. Buchandenounin
and
ception
just noted the president has
out,
congress
So Reed Became Czar
officials Thomas Jefferson called upon the Whigs,
county
nan, the Oxford
in every Instance succeeded in gethim
ced Tyler as a traitor and
nrainst whom charges of alleged Eighth congress to convene for the out of the
March 15, 1897, President McKlnley ting his extra sessions to comply 'Uh
Whig party, to which he
arpurpose of disposing of the treaty with never claimed to
grafting have been made, were
congress in his wishes. Whether President Ta'
no convened the
to
but
belong,
France for the purchase of Louisiaua.
raigned in court today for trial.
avowed
purpose will meet up with an obstreperous
the
for
conextra session
avail, so far as getting him to
Congress met October 17, 1803. The sent to the
and senate in which his own party has a
revenue
additional
of
Wb!'
out
of
the
providing
carrying
was ratified. The result of this
treaty
old
The
protected majority remains to be seen.
revising the .tariff.
A HOPEFUL MESSAGE TO SCALP extra session was the affirmation by program was concerned.
for the full
were
clamoring
interests
A 8ession for Kansas
legislative construction of the const!
SUFFERERS AND MEN WHOSE
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
favors which they had formerly enThe next' extra session of co;iio.'h
tutional power of the president and
or
me
BROMO Quinine
leaders
majority Take LAXATIVE
The
ioyed.
the senate not only to acquire terri- met August 21, 1856, on the call ol had
HAIR ISTHINNING
elec
the
soon
after
GROVE'S
W.
E.
cure.
to
fails
together
got
'Clio firm
tory, but to incorporate it into the President Franklin I'torce.
decided on Thomas B. Keea
refund money, if it
and
tion
Druggists
construc- session of the Thirty-fourtt?.e
coiigresx as
Dandruff now bald later. The same Union by treaty, and that
ture Is on each box. 25c.
speaker, and he in turn named
to
this
The K;rj- has
li'j.l iten a troublous one
day.
fact
In
tion
prevailed
diseases.
la true of scalp
the house who would be
of
members
Jefferson found it necessary during sas trouble occupied almost the entire-sessio- appointed on the ways and means
baldness is a scalp disease. The trou
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
and it was during this session
and
lotions,
his second administration to also call
ble with the greasy salves
committee of the house. These got "Our little boy contracted a severe
dandruff and scalp the Tenth congress together In extra that Brooks assaulted Charles Sum- together In advance of their actual
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
the
I
tried so far Is session. England's prohibition of til ner. The bouse insiwted on a proviand before any new con medicine did not cure him, gave him
and Tar Compound in
Honey
bill
sion
the
in
Foley's
a
similar
tern'
pro
army
appropriation
but
with
framcommerce
France,
that they don't do anything
gress was convened had already
which I have great faith. It cured
cake hibition by France, blockades by each, to the effect that the army should i: t ed a bill. Mr. Reed's vigorous rulings the
cough as well as the choking and
porarily relieve the itching and
be UHed to force a
governwork of a disheartened op- gagging spells, and he got well in a
short
the dandruff so it doesn't fall until searches of neutrals by, both, led the ment
made
To
on the people of Kansas.
him the title short ime. Foley's Honey and Tar
its dried out again. Nothing can cure .president to issue a proclamation this
position and earned for
has many times saved us
and
consent
not
wduld
senate
the
armed ships entering
real
British
a
but
was
troubles
bill
such
put up to the Compound
against
cure
The
"Czar."
of
really
much trouble and we are never withwas
without
bill
making
congress
The
adjourned
Embargo
senate In loss than two weeks and out It In the nouse." O. G. Schafer
scalp medicine that will kill the germs American ports.
The
passed by a strict party vote, being any aiipioi.riatlon for the army.
on
causing dandruff and scalp disease,
July 24 the famous Dingley bill and Red Cross Drug Co,
by the federalists president, called the extra session for
fellow
vehemently
drugopposed
leading
from
Learning
of the repur).')-cans- , this purpose. There was a deadlock
The bearing of children is frequently-followegists throughout America that they and the Randolph wing as they we.e again until the
s
weakor the "quids"
by poor health for the
had found a whirlwind cure for dan
called. The embargo de- ened and gave the bill the votes
mother. This supreme crisis of life
druff, eczema and all diseases of the facetiously
all American necessary to pass It without the rider.
finding her physical system UnpreBkin and sca'p the O. G. Schaefer drug stroyed, for the time,
pared for the demands of nature,
the
was
is
It
feelln?
said
that
the
paid
intensified
price
party
leaves her with weakened resistive
store in proving to the laboratories commerce,
of
of
removal of Shannon as governor
It is and even threatened the existence
powers and sometimes chronic ailcompounding the treatment that
Kansas territory.
ments. This can be avoided if
this
Union.
in
the
store
the most prominent drug
The Civil war was the occasion of Mother's Frlond Is used before the coming of baby, and the healthy woman can
rem
The next extra session was the
city secured the agency for the
healthy mother. It Is the only remedy that perfectly and thoroughly
the
on
met
the next extra session which conven- remain a the
ZEMO, the Eleventh congress, which
system for healthy motherhood, and brings about a natural and
prepares
edy. This remedy is
22
PresiMay
of
Madison
call
on
the
ed July 4, 1861,
of President
of the term. Women who use Mother's Friend are always
kills
call
consummation
that
easy
clean, liquid preparation
recover more Quickly, and
ZEMO SOAP 1809. Both houses were republican. dent Lincoln to provide ways and saved much suffering when the little one arrives, and
and
of
disease
111 effects, or chronic troubles.
the germ
mother should safeguard
no
expectant
Every
with
been
repealed
the
had
means for the conduct of
struggle
in wash the scalp or skin clear ana The "Embargo"
her health by using Mothers Friend,
Tenth
of
6,
the
of
war
session
It
tariff
August
second
the
passed
at the
thus preparing her physical condition
c'ean off the dandruff or scale anda by
itself to vote any for the hour of motherhood. This
1861, pledged
congress and a simple
soothe
qualities
its antiseptic
for sale at drug stores.
act substituted. On the representa- amount of money and any amount of medicine Is free
'
tioal.
book for expectant
Writ for
reErsklne,
down
the
to
minister,
men
British
put
necessary
the
of
tions
mothers.
Sold and guaranteed by druggists
the
with
bellion and armed the president
President Madison had suspended
BBADFXEXD REGUIATOB CO.,
everywhere and in East Las Vegas by
act. as by its terms the largest military power ever con- Atlanta, Ga.
O. G. Schaefor,
landing on his head, sometime dur
ing Saturday evening and that he had
laid out on the prairie all night and
all next day until Sunaay evening, the
time he was discovered by parties
going to the Smith cabin. The exposure to the freezing night air, combin
ed with the shock from the wound on
the skull, was such as to make all efforts of medical skill futile.
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STORE

Every Article in GHINA and GUT
for One-half Regular Retail Price.

ON

W EE EE K ONLY

TTLATES, CUPS and SAUCERS, TEA,
IT COFFEE and CHOCOLATE SETS,
Cheaper than ever offered in Las Vegas.
CUT GLASS BON-BODISHES and
ALL PIECES, less than Eastern Prices.
N

Gall and see our bargains
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F

LAR RETAIL PRICE.
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Don't boat your carpets and start tho
germs to flying, use
tho Vacuum Gleaner,
Picks up dirt and
germs. We rent the
cleaner for $1 a day.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Go.

Phone main 206.

-

y

GROSS, HELLY fi GO.
(Inconorated)

Know-nothing-

WHOLESALE OROCERS
and Dealer In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS
RACINE VEH1CLES---Kle!- !

BAIN WAGONS

SEVEN HOUSES

--

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
M-Carona, N.

,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, H. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado
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For Today and Tomorrow

Diamond
18 lbs.

0

$1.35

Granulated Sugar
lb

18c

Breakfast Bacon, by the slab, per lb

21c

per

Good Breakfast Bacon (by the slab)

Fancy

$1-4-

Flour, a 48 lb. sackk for

M

Fancy 6alt

f t

Wk,

12I2C

per lb

f
Picnic Hams, 6 to 8 lb. average, per lb
Fancy Hams, 10 to
10 lb. Can

122c
16o

average, per lb

14 lb.a

Pure Lard, for

5 lb. Can Pure Lard, for

60c

3 lb. Can Pure Lard, for

458

10 lb. Can

6 lb. Can Compound

95c

for....

Lard Compound

60c

Lard, for

'...$1.50

10 lbs. Cottolene

60e

4 lbs Cottolene

12Je

can White Lilly Brand Tomatoes for 10c,

15e can Farm House Early June Peaa
20c can Monarch

Okra for

12c

,

1

1

for 12'fcc,

15c Can Farm House Brand Tomato

for

1

12e,

cans... $1.40
doien cans.... $1.10
dozen

1

dozen cans. .$1.40

dozen cana for

$1.40
'

.

2 cana Reindeer Brand Sweet Potatoes

10o

12Jo White Horse Brand Fancy Sugar Corn for
3

25c

cans for

25c

35o can White Horse Brand Asparagus Tips for

Jar Hawkeye Fruit Butter....

A quart Mason
15o

25c

for

3 cans Columbian Milk

25c
10c

can Imported Sardines for

8 Bars Diamond

25c
. 10c

Large cans Reindeer White Hominy for

Antelope Brand Sugar Corn,
i

'. 25c

C Soao for

7 Bars Magic Washer Soap for

25c

7 Bars Pearl White Soap for

25s

4 Bars Fels Naphtha Soap for

25c

Family size package Quaker Rolled data
3 lbs. new 2 Crown

Loose Muscatel

2 lbs. Extra Fancy Muscatel Raisins,

Standard new Dried

Peaches, per

Fancy new Dried Peaches, per
Fancy Dried

Apricots, per

for.....

25c

Raisins

25c

for

25c

lb......

10c

.

12i2o

lb

15c

lb

Gallon cans Pie Apples, for

30c

Gallon cans Pie Plums, for

30s

Gallon cans Pie Grapes, for

30c

Gallon cans Pie Rhubarb, for

25c

Large can Table Peaches, for

15c

Large can Table Grapes, for

15s

Large can Table Plums, for

,

5 lbs. Extra Fancy Jan Style Rice, for
3 lbs. Extra Fancy Louslana Head Rice,

15c

25c

for......

8 Boxes Search Light Matches, for.

25c
25c

We place no limit on the amount yeu

wish to purchase, and guarantee
every article

DUKE EBU 7Q
Phone Main 193 or C.Iain 134'

N. B.

Lawn Mowers

at Nolette'a

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet

,

.Get your lawn mower in shape. ,,, Now we are pre-

at

bar

pared to sharpen them betterthan when new

t

10

o'clock

Wn. ILFELD

LU DWIG

chile, fresh
bread for supper at White Kitchen.
Veal steak, Mexican

PHONE MAIN 379

tailored and
Davla, ladies'
fancy gowns. 1017 Tllden. Telephone
Main 357.
Mrs- -

ack, for

Old Homestead Flour, a 48 lb.

Always get the best
barber shop.

Old Crow Bold over the
Long's Buffet.

(BASH 0MILV

IFGDIR
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LOCAL NEWS

Our Store Will be Open Until 9 P. M.

at home.
Do not cook
Kitchen meals only twenty-fiv- e

White
cents.

Last night a large crowd of people
enjoyed a dance in Maekel's hall. It
was the first dance since Lent and
was a pleasant affair.
A marriage license was granted
this morning at the court house to
Abelino Estrada, aged 25, of Varla-derand Irene Jaramlllo, aged 18, of
Trementina--

Promptly at 9 o'clock tonight in the
armory the orchestra will strike up
a lively gallop and the grand march
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
B'iremen and Enginemen'a
ball will
be begun. The crowd will be a large
one. Judging from all indications. A
big surprise awaits the dancers when
they enter the hall, as the committees
have decorated it beautifully in the
colors of their order. The best of
music has been engaged and a good
time is assured to everybody.
Rail
road men from other cities on this
division will be here to attend the
dance.

-

Libbys' Sliced
Dried Beef

'quality and characteristic
flavor 'possessed by no other
brand.
A

Libbys' Chili
Con Came

The rivalry between John Thompson and Nick Papen as to the merits
of their two running hoes, was decided yesterday afternoon at Amusement park when J'apen's animal out
distanced that of Thompson in a fast
race. The owners of the animals had
bet $100 on the result of the race
and their friends also put up considerable money.

The annual business meeting of
. The real Mexican dish with St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal parish,
the approved flavor. Made of which was to have been held last
has been postponed until TuesImported Mexican Beans and night,
day evening, April 25.

Chili Pepper.

N

.

George Schoeny, formerly foreman

of The Optio's composing room, who

JI H.

E SPECIAL "AD'
...

.mr

PAGE FIVE
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HAYWARD

CO. STORE.

has been quite 111 for several days,
was reported today as considerably
improved.

STEARNS

The Ladles' Aid Society of the First
Christian church meets this week with
Mrs. T. J. Scott, 818 Seventh street.

GROCER.

i3 Fine Double Daliasfor $i
Everyone

a beauty, and everyone

amerent.

PLAIN

I

I
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NOW.

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

H

Tlothersj'You Can Always Rely On

"Exfrlgood" Clothes
for Your Boys
Place your confidence in This '
make and if will
mean greater econ-- "
omy.
If in the 'past

"TR AG

'41
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1
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you ' ve bought

We are prepared to take care of
any and all kinds of cleaning and
pressing- - Prompt delivery. SatisfacBy a score of 8 to 7 the Normal
tion guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co.
Phone
and
University baseball team yesterday
Preeeing
Cleaning
afternoon defeated the Maroons In an
Main 35.
exhibition at Amusement park. For
Because of the railroad firemen's several innings the Maroons had the
Nordance tonight at the armory, the better of the encounter but the
score
to
mals
tie
late
the
managed
Eagles have postponed their lodge
winto
in
the
chase
in
and
the
game
meeting and banquet This informahalf of the
tion was given today by Worthy ning score in the last
Larrazota
Ellis
and
ninth
inning.
President
Hugh Calloway of the
formed the battery for the Normal
Eagles.
while Monsimer was on the Mound
crowd
for the Maroons. A good-size- d
After an Illness of seven days,
and the rices
witnessed
the
game
Mrs. Angelita Romero, wife of Epithat were run during the afternoon.
fanlo Romero, died this morning at
her home on the West side. Mrs.
Three examinations for positions ii
Romero had lived In Las Vegas many
the
civil service have been announced
years and leaves many friends to for Las
Vegas. The dates, subjects
mourn her death.
and salaries paid successful candi
dates who receive appointments aro
The senior class of the High school
as
as follows: May 24 laboratory
is busily engaged in renearsing lor
to
$900
of
bureau
standards,
the class play, "A Strenuous Life," sistant,
year;inspector,
$1,600
veterinary
per
which will be given during commence
of animal industry, $1,400 per
ment week. The seniors expect to bureau
year;
July 5 and 6 scientific assist
make a hit with their play as it Is full
forest distribution, $1,200 per
in
ant
of fun from start to finish.
concern
year. Further Information
obtained
be
examinations
may
the
ing
Word has been received here from
at the postoffice.
Elgin, 111., of the death there on the
8th of this month of Henry Sturm,
and
Pictures
"Books
Moving
formerly a resident of Las Vegas, and
to
a
lecture
of
the
is
Crime"
subject,
proprietor of the Five and Ten Cent
store. Mr. Sturm returned to hte old be given Sunday morning in the First
H.
borne some months ago, realizing he Methodist church by Er. Frank
has
discussion
Much
H.
Roberts.
could not get well.
arisen lately concerning the effects
of
books and pictures upon young and
The spring term of the district
court for Mora county will begin next plastic minds. Dr. Roberts has made
a careful study of the subject- It is
Monday in Mora, with Judge Clarence
understood he will advance some origex
J. Roberts presiding. The term is
inal ideas. The public is cordially inAtone.
to
a
District
be
pected
busy
to hear Dr. Roberts' address.
vited
torney Charles W. G. Ward will prosecute the criminal cases and a number
School district No. 95, which is lo
of Las Vegas attorneys will be prescated on the mesa about four miles
ent to represent clients. '
east of town and which was organized
in March of this year, is just completing a handsome new school hoiise.
The building Is 24 by 36 feet After
paying for the building the school
board will have enough money for
No
two or three months of school.
Try these appetizing dishes 'SB's school house Is one of several
similar structures built In various
parts of the county this year.

1

.

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

MUST NOT SELL
LIQUOR TO THE BOYS

your boy's clothing of us you know
what to expect of
the next Suit.If you
have not been get-

'

I'M

L

ting "Extragood"
DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND SHERIFF'S OFFICE WILL ENFORCE
LAW

It has been announced by District
Attorney Ward and the sheriff's office that the laws regarding the sale
of liquor to minors will be enforced
rigorously. Since the prosecution of
two saloon men for this offense several weeks ago, the officers have reason to believe that a saloonkeeper on
the east side of the river is selling
liquor to boys under age. They are
watching him and may cause his arrest at any time when they are in
the possession of sufficient evidence.
The disgusting sight of young boys
under the influence of liquor has been
witnessed lately and the sheriff's office is determined to stop It. Not only
the saloon keepers will be arrested
for selling liquor to minors, but the
boys will be arrested also. Only one
saloon in East Las Vegas is suspected.
The others are known to refuse boys
admittance.
While cutting meat in the Graaf &
Hay ward market in which he is employed, E. J. McAllister yesterday af
ternoon severely cut his left hand.
As a result of the accident he will be
unable to work for several days.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Clothes ask your
neighbor who has;
then come here
yourself. We have
Russian and Sailor
Suits from 2j t0
10. Knickers for
the boys 7 to 17.

GREBNBERGER
"A Square Deal"

GALL ON US
-

Curtains

i

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed
.

FREE!

FREE!
.

Lace

'

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of, our PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

Our department for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.

131

We have secured exclusive agency on

THE FAMOUS

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary, saving to the delicate net In the washing process

One Elmute

Washer

Let us show you how WASH DAY CAN
BE MADE A PLEASURE

We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

IT'S A

J.
Las Vegas Steam Laundry

C,

WONDER

JOHN

S

SON

623 Douglas Avenue.

Phone Main 81,

DRY CLEANING
WHY

OUR

OLE

Willi

BREAD

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it. without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

Is the Best to Use
It contains all the elements
necessary for building, nourishing: 'and sustaining the
human body.
Especially
beneficial for those who suffer from indigestion. ' 'Made
in a sanitary way, baked in

a sanitary oven."
"There's a Reason"

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distill eel Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
,rv

'

Phone Macln 227.

Winners

Optic Classified Ads.;

